3. A diachronic view on the Bulgarian data
The modern Bulgarian alternations involving ghost vowels (including metathesis) can
be viewed as resulting from a series of sound changes affecting Old Church Slavonic
(OCS) reduced vowels (jers) and syllabic liquids.

3.1. Jers and liquids
Our claim is that OCS had in its inventory of phonemes both reduced vowels (the
front jer ь and the back jer ъ) and syllabic liquids (orthographically, r or l followed
by either the front or the back jer; i.e. rь, lь, rъ, lъ).

3.1.1. Strong and weak jers. Havlík's Law
The jers were "basically high lax vowels, but subject to considerable phonetic
variation according to phonological surroundings" (Lunt 1974:2.11). They are
"traditionally viewed as a special case of reduced vowels and opposed to all the other
full vowels" (Lunt 1974:2.5).
In so-called strong positions – before another jer in the next syllable – jers were
lowered to mid vowels: the front jer was replaced by e and the back jer by o in
orthography.1 When several jers occurred in successive syllables in a single word2,
every second jer, counting from the end of the word, was in strong position and could
be lowered. This process is known in Slavic historical phonology as Havlík's Law (cf.
Carlton 1991:165). Thus, the stem vъzьm- 'take', containing two jers in successive
syllables, occurred with the first jer lowered in vozьmi, imper. 2p.sg., where the
second jer is in weak position, because followed by the non-jer vowel 'i' in the next
syllable, and with the second jer lowered in vъzemъ, past active part.
nom.sg.masc.neut., where the second jer of the stem is in strong position, because
followed by the jer vowel 'ъ' in the next syllable.

1

This was most probably a process of regressive dissimilation for vowel height (cf. Velcheva

1988:123, Velcheva 1990).
2

The phonological word in OCS could include neighbouring clitics, e.g. prepositions.
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3.1.2. Two types of 'liquid-jer' sequences in Old Church Slavonic
It is well known that "Old Church Slavonic orthography fails to make a distinction
between syllables originally containing ь/ъ + r/l and those with original r/l + ь/ъ, but
regularly puts the jer after the liquid" (Lunt 1962:350).
For simplicity, we use Y for ь/ъ and L for r/l. Thus, we distinguish between two types
of LY ('liquid-jer') sequences in OCS:
LY1 (< *LY)
LY2 (< *YL)
The two types of LY sequences behave differently in identical phonological contexts.
LY2 (< *YL) "shows no signs of behaving like syllables containing jers" (Lunt
1962:351).
Jers in LY1 sequences were involved in lowering according to Havlík's Law: krьstъ
and krestъ 'cross', slьzъ and slezъ 'tear' gen.pl,. krъvь and krovь 'blood' nom.sg., plъtь
and plotь 'flesh' are attested alternative forms in OCS manuscripts (cf. Vaillant
1964:33).
Conversely, jer lowering was impossible in LY2 sequences: *prevъ, *vrexъ, *skrobь
were impossible, and are not attested, as variants with lowered "jers" for prьvъ 'first',
vrьxъ 'top' and skrъbь 'sorrow', respectively, where rь, rъ are LY2 sequences, coming
from older *ьr, *ъr.
As for the distribution of strong and weak jers, a LY2 sequence produced the effects
typical of a full vowel, not those of a jer:
• It could trigger the loss of a previous jer: s'mrьti, 'death' gen. sg., is an attested
•

form (Suprasliensis 489.16) for sъmrьti.
It was not to be counted in a sequence of contiguous syllables containing jers,
when determining the distribution of weak and strong jers: oto sъmrъti 'from
death' is an attested (Psalterium Sinaiticum CXIV,7) alternative form for otъ
sъmrьti. The lowering of the jer at the end of the preposition means that the initial
jer of sъmrьti is in weak position even though it is followed by another jer. But rь
in sъmrьti is a LY2 sequence and its "jer" is not to be counted as a real jer for
Havlík's Law: otъ sъm(rь)ti, yielding oto sъm(rь)ti.
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Lunt (1962) makes the following assumptions about the phonetic value of jers in the
Cyrillic texts and the Kiev Fragment: the symbols ь and ъ have a double function:
•
•

they have no phonetic value of their own, but just denote the quality of the
consonant they follow (palatalized or not) 3
"under proper conditions", they denote an independent vowel phoneme E

According to Lunt, this schwa-like phoneme E is found:
•
•
•

in the place of the old strong jers4
in the place of the weak jers which were retained in certain roots
as the basis of the back nasal vowel: o¶ > E¶ 5

Moreover, Lunt assumes that the phoneme E was identified "with the vocalic element
accompanying the syllabic liquids (and also the new syllabic nasals)" (Lunt
1962:356).
Lunt (1962) concludes that, although OCS did not distinguish orthographically
CLY1C and CLY2C sequences, it clearly made a phonological distinction between
them. However, Lunt (1962) does not make any assumption about the exact nature,
phonemic and phonetic, of the contrast: "The exact nature of the phonological
distinction between prьstъ (< ьr)6 and krьstъ7 escapes us, but it must have lain in the
quality and prosody of the liquid." (Lunt 1962:355).
My claim is that LY1 corresponded to a biphonemic sequence of a liquid and a schwalike vowel /LE/, while LY2 stood for a syllabic liquid /L`/. This phonological
distinction was most probably realized, in the case of rhotics, as the contrast between
a schwa vowel of normal duration (as in the modern Bulgarian rhotic-schwa and
schwa-rhotic sequences) and a much shorter vocoidal phase with schwa-like formant
structure (as in the syllabic rhotics of other modern Slavic languages, e.g. Czech and
Serbocroatian).

3

This is similar to the function of the more modern 'hard-' and 'soft-signs' in Russian.

4

"The krъvь/krьvь and plъtъ/plьtъ of Supr. [Codex Suprasliensis] and Sav. [Savvina Kniga] might

very well have represented a phonetic krEv, plEt, entirely parallel to the krov, plot forms which the
Mac. [Macedonian] spellings in glagolitic reveal clearly." (Lunt 1962:356)
5

The nasal element could be simultaneous with the vowel – [õ] > [E)] – or follow the vowel – [oΝ] >

[EΝ]; cf. Lunt (1962:356, footnote 14) and Velcheva (1988:150).
6

prьstъ 'finger' contains a LY2 sequence.

7

krьstъ 'cross' contains a LY1 sequence.
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3.1.3. Acoustics: syllabic liquids vs. sequences 'liquid-schwa'
To give an idea of what the situation in OCS could be, let us consider the acoustics of
the sequences rhotic-schwa in modern Bulgarian and the syllabic rhotics in one of the
modern Slavic languages that has retained syllabic liquids in its inventory of
phonemes, namely Czech. A comparison between the sequence 'rhotic-schwa' in postconsonantal position in Bulgarian and a syllabic rhotic in Czech (always in postconsonantal position) reveals considerable similarity in the respective acoustic
images.
Consider the oscillograms of the Bulgarian word grăb 'back', phonetically ['g|Ep]
(fig.1), where the sequence 'rhotic-schwa' is preceded by [g] and followed by another
stop [p], and the Czech word trpe#t 'endure', phonetically ['t|`p∆Et] (fig.2), where the
syllabic rhotic [|`] is also found between stops: [t] and [p]. In Bulgarian as in Czech,
the closure of the apical tap, an almost empty space on the oscillogram, is both
preceded and followed by a vocoidal phase.
|

g

E

p

Svarabhakti
element

Figure 1. Oscillogram of a Bulgarian pre-consonantal rhotic in gr„b

t

|

p∆

e

t

Svarabhakti
elements

Figure 2. Oscillogram of a Czech inter-consonantal syllabic rhotic in trpE#t

Compare the left and the right vocoidal part in both cases. In the case of the Bulgarian
word, the preceding vocoid is shorter and of lower intensity than the following
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vocoid. This makes the acoustic image of the Bulgarian sequence rhotic-schwa
asymmetrical.
Following Quilis (1987:296), we call the vocoidal phase between the initial consonant
and the closure of the apical tap a svarabhakti element (elemento esvarabático). It is
an automatic vocoid that inserts itself between the burst of the preceding stop and the
closure of the apical tap (fig.1).
With pre-consonantal rhotics, e.g. in gărbav ['gE|baf] 'hunchbacked' (fig.3), the
oscillogram of a sequence schwa-rhotic is the mirror image of fig.1:

g

E

|

b

a

f

Svarabhakti
element

Figure 3. Oscillogram of a Bulgarian pre-consonantal rhotic in gărbav

In the Czech word (fig.2), the two vocoidal parts are roughly of equal duration and
intensity. The acoustic image of the Czech syllabic rhotic is rather symmetrical. Both
vocoids of the syllabic rhotic function as svarabhakti elements.
The following phonetic differences between a rhotic-schwa sequence and a syllabic

rhotic has been noted in the literature:
• the duration of svarabhakti elements (about 30 ms; cf. Quilis 1987:298 for Spanish
and Jetchev 1995 for Bulgarian and Czech) is shorter than the average duration of
a Bulgarian schwa (80 ms if stressed, 74 ms if unstressed, according to Lehiste &
Popov 1970);
•
•

svarabhakti elements are of lower intensity
the duration of the vocoidal part of a syllabic /r`/ is inversely correlated to the
number of closures: the overall duration of the sequence svarabhakti element +

closure + svarabhakti element is approximately equal to the average duration of a
vowel in Serbocroatian; the average duration of one-closure /r/ and two-closure /r/
is roughly the same in Serbocroatian, while in Bulgarian liquid-schwa and schwaliquid sequences, /E/ maintains its duration independently of the manifestation of
•

the liquid as one-closure tap or two-closure trill (Lehiste & Popov 1970:45)
the relative value of durations as ratio of [E]:[r] (Cubberley 1987:9) is
significantly greater in Bulgarian 'rhotic-schwa' sequences (the average ratio for
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Bulgarian is of 1.46) than in syllabic rhotics of other Slavic languages (the
average ratios are: for Czech 0.76, for Slovak 0.60, for Serbocroatian 0.89).8

3.1.4. Sound changes: schwa epenthesis and schwa loss
When perceiving the acoustic signal containing svarabhakti elements, the listener
normally factors them out. However, if the listener fails to correct the acoustic signal,
he will perceive additional vowels. This kind of misperception (hypo-correction,
according to Ohala 1992:348) will produce a sound change: the epenthesis of a vowel.
This sound change is largely attested in different languages. In informal style of
Spanish, the svarabhakti element in CL sequences produces the phenomenon
traditionally known as 'vocal relajada': insertion of a vowel which is identical to that
of the next syllable, e.g. Inglaterra > Ingalaterra 'England', crónica > corónica
'chronicle', iglesia > igelesia 'church', etc. (Ohala 1992:348). An epenthetic schwa
('Sproßvokal') occurred in the Middle High German (MHG) period, as can be seen if
the MHG forms are compared to the corresponding Modern Standard German (MSG)
forms: Middle Bavarian zoren, arem, melichen, galigen; cf. MSG Zorn 'anger', Arm
'arm', melken 'to milk', Galgen 'gallow-trees' (Noske 1996:15).
The pattern of this sound change can be reversed: then, a vowel is erroneously
factored out (misperceived as a svarabhakti element) in the neighborhood of a liquid
and the resulting sound change is a vowel loss, e.g. the early vowel deletions that took
place in Pre-Classical Latin: calidus > caldus, laridus > lardus, validus, adj., without
vowel loss vs. valde, adv., etc. (Zink 1986:38). Vowel deletions also characterized
Early New High German, where a progressive development towards the MSG
situation can be observed, e.g., beliben > bliben, bleiben 'to stay', genade > Gnade
'mercy', anefang > anfang 'begin' (Noske 1996:14).
As for syllabic laterals, additional length is used as a durational cue by the listener to
identify them (Prince 1980, Fokes & Bond 1993). Some mechanism, similar to the
misperception of svarabhakti elements of rhotics as schwa vowels, must be
responsible for the schwa epenthesis in the neighborhood of laterals. Probably, the
extra length portion of syllabic laterals is misperceived as an independent vowel.
Conversely, a vowel adjacent to a lateral can be factored out (misperceived as the
extra length portion of a syllabic lateral) and the resulting sound change will be a
vowel loss. However, from a purely phonetic point of view, the explanation of vowel

8

A ratio of 1.00 means equal proportions of vocoidal/consonantal part; a ratio < 1.00 corresponds to a

syllabic (vocalic) /r`/.
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epenthesis and vowel loss with adjacent laterals is less obvious than with adjacent
rhotics.
In Bulgarian, the formant structure of the vocoidal part of /r/ is identical to that of a
schwa (approximately, F1 = 500 Hz, F2 = 1500 Hz, F3 = 2400 Hz; cf. Lehiste &
Popov 1970, table I for independent schwa and table III for vocoidal part of /r/).
Therefore, the epenthetic vowel is expected to be a schwa.
Moreover, schwa is an independently existing vowel phoneme in Bulgarian.
It will be claimed that the following mechanism distinguished the asymmetrical [E|E]
sequences (fig.1) from the symmetrical [E|E] sequences (fig.2) in OCS: the former
were phonologically interpreted, by factoring out only the first schwa-like segment,
as sequences of a rhotic and an independent schwa-like vowel (jer), while the latter
were phonologically interpreted, by factoring out both schwa-like vocoids, as syllabic
rhotics.

3.2. Merger of syllabic sonorants and sequences 'sonorant-jer'
The fall of weak jers created new syllabic liquids. The result was a merger of LY1
sequences, where Y1 was a weak jer, with LY2 sequences, interpreted here as
representing OCS syllabic liquids. The sequences 'liquid-weak jer' gave rise to
'syllabic liquids', e.g. in krьsta 'cross' gen.sg., slьza 'tear' nom.sg., krъvi 'blood'
gen..sg., plъti 'flesh' gen.sg. The newly created syllabic liquids in the above words
were merged with the old syllabic liquids in words like vrьxa 'top' gen.sg. and skrъbi
'sorrow' gen.sg.
Jers in weak position were located in two contexts: at the word-end and wordinternally at morpheme boundaries, when followed by a syllable whose nucleus was a
non-jer vowel.
The deletion of word-final jers produced new syllabic liquids, but also some syllabic
nasals ([n`] and [m`]) and labiodentals ([v`]).
The normal spelling for all syllabic sonorants (and [v`]) was SY, where S stands for r,

l, n, m, v, i.e. SY could be nъ, mъ, vъ, nь, etc. Here are some forms from the Manasi
Chronicle, a 14th-century manuscript: mo¶drъ 'wise', myslъ 'thought' acc.sg., žьzlъ
'sceptre', päsnь 'song', kъznь 'craft', kosmъ 'strand of hair', mrъtvъ 'dead'. My claim is
that the italicized letters in the above examples corresponded to syllabic consonants.
The deletion of weak jers at morpheme boundaries gave rise also to some wordinternal syllabic sonorants, including [v`], that were normally spelled in the same way
as word-final syllabic sonorants (as SY): sьrebrьnъ 'silver' adj., mo¶drъce¶ 'wise man'
acc.pl., kъznьnymi, 'craft' adj., instr.pl., mrъtvьci, 'deceased' nom.pl. (Manasi
Chronicle).
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However, in manuscripts from the 13th (Dobrejšov Gospel, Bologna Psalter,
Grigorovič Parimeinik) and 14th centuries (Manasi Chronicle), the spelling SY was
often replaced by YSY or YS. The variety of spellings for the sequences of a sonorant,
including v, and a former weak jer (SY, YSY, YS) indicates that their actual
pronunciation was subjected to variation.
Mirčev (1978:141) reports that in the Dobrejšov Gospel the spellings LY prevail, but
many forms exhibit deviating spellings: YLY (sъvъrъšenie 'accomplishment',
mьrьzostь 'abomination', tьrъmi 'three' instr., vъlъkъ 'wolf', mьlъva 'rumor'), YL
(xъlmъ 'hill', mьlčo7 'be silent' 1p.sg.pres., pьlti 'flesh' gen.sg., kъlnetsę, 'swear'
3p.sg.pres.)
Similar deviations can be found with the sequences vY and nY: dьvrexъ vs. dvьrexъ
'gate' loc.pl. (Bologna Psalter), sъvtäše vs. svьtäše, 3p.sg.pres. of svьtäti 'shine' infin.,
mrъtъvci vs. mrъtvьci 'deceased' nom.pl. (Manasi Chronicle), klętъvna vs. klętvьna,
fem.nom.sg. of klętvьnъ, adjective derived from klętva 'oath' (Grigorovič Parimeinik);
kъzъnmi vs. kъznьmi 'craft', instr.pl., kъzъnъnymi vs. kъznьnymi, instr. pl. of

kъznьnyj, adjective derived from kъznь 'craft' (Manasi Chronicle).
Syllabic liquids could develop from liquids adjacent to strong jers as well. If strong
jers in LY1 sequences were identified with a schwa-like vowel, as claimed by Lunt
(see footnote 4), they could be misperceived, by hyper-correction, as svarabhakti
elements of the adjacent liquids, and finally, be lost. This would result in syllabic
liquids in the place of sequences 'liquid-strong jer' as well. The latter process could be
favored by a constraint on the amount of morphophonological variation in stem (see
3.5).
Koorbanoff (1992:49) assumes that in Bulgarian strong jers were preserved in the
neighborhood of liquids. In her interpretation, adjectives like krъvьnъ 'blood' and

grъmъkъ 'loud' developed a syllabic liquid only in the masculine singular, where the
jer adjacent to r found itself in weak position: krъvьnъ, grъmъkъ. By contrast, in the
feminine, neuter and plural of the same adjectives, the root jer adacent to r was in
strong position: krъvьna, krъvьno, krъvьni; grъmъka, grъmъko, grъmъki. According
to Koorbanoff, the latter forms did not give rise to syllabic liquids. However, if we
assume that jer loss by hyper-correction took place next to liquids in OCS, then all
adjectival forms of the type krъvьnъ, krъvьna, grъmъkъ, grъmъka, regardless of
whether the jer in the LY1 sequence was strong or weak, must have developed syllabic
liquids.
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3.3. Schwa- and [e]-epenthesis
A later stage of Middle Bulgarian did not tolerate the occurrence of sonorants as
syllable peaks. During this period leftward or rightward anaptyxis of a mid vowel—
/E/ or, rarer, /e/ — took place in the neighborhood of formerly syllabic sonorants.
Some anaptyctic [E] developed before a formerly syllabic sonorant that had become
word-final after the loss of a final jer: mo¶drъ > mădăr 'wise', myslъ > misăl 'thought',
žьzlъ > žezăl 'sceptre', kosmъ > kosăm 'strand of hair', mrьtvъ > mărtăv 'dead'. As for
rhotics, this sound change consisted in a reanalysis of the svarabhakti element
between the preceding consonant and the closure of the syllabic rhotic, e.g. mo¶drъ
[mO)dE|], as an independent vowel schwa: [mO)dE|]. For laterals, nasals and voiced
labiodentals, what was erroneously perceived as a vowel is probably the extra length
portion of the syllabic sonorant. Before a word-final nasal, the epenthetic vowel was
sometimes [e] instead of [E]: desnъ > desen 'right-hand', täsnъ > tesen 'narrow', päsnь
> pesen 'song', pläsnь > plesen 'mould'. This anomaly could be due to confusion with
the productive adjectivizing suffix -en (< -ьnъ).
Other anaptyctic [E] appeared before a word-internal, formerly syllabic sonorant in
pre-consonantal position: mlъčati 'be silent' infin. [ml`tSati] > mălča 'be silent'
1p.sg.pres.; cvьtitъ > căfti 'blossom' 3p.sg.pres. After a [-anterior] coronal consonant,
the epenthetic vowel could be [e] instead of schwa: črъpati > čerpja 'ladle out', črьta >

čerta 'line', žrьtva > žertva 'victim'.
Before two consonants, the syllabic liquid was desyllabified by means of rightward,
rather than leftward, anaptyxis: *tъlstъ (cf. Rs. tolstyj) > tlăst 'fat'; *pьrstъ (cf. Rs.
perst) > OCS prьstъ, prъstъ > prăst 'finger'; *krьstъ (cf. Rs. krest) > OCS krьstъ >
krăst 'cross'.
When a syllabic liquid immediately preceded a single word-final consonant, the
direction of anaptyxis could be either leftward or rightward. Examples with rightward
schwa epenthesis: *vьrxъ (cf. Rs. verx) > vr`xъ, OCS vrьxъ > vrăx 'top'; *mъlkъ (cf.
Rs. molk 'become silent' past tense masc.sg.), cf. OCS mlъčati 'be silent' infin. > mlăk
'be silent' interj. Examples with leftward schwa epenthesis: *xъlmъ (cf. Rs. xolm) >
OCS xlъmъ > xălm 'hill'; *vьlkъ > OCS vlьkъ, vlъkъ > vălk 'wolf'. Words that chose
leftward epenthesis do not belong to the metathesizing paradigm in modern
Bulgarian.
Koorbanoff (1992:47) assumes that all forms with a CLY2CY# sequence "passed
through a stage with a syllabic liquid […], followed by a reinterpretation of the
syllabic liquid as /ъL/, since the segment was followed by a single consonant".
Therefore, such forms should not have given rise to metathetic roots in modern
Bulgarian. However, forms like vrьxъ 'top' (< *ьr) and skrъbь 'sorrow' (< *ъr) 'top'
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developed a post-liquid, instead of pre-liquid, schwa (vrăx, skrăb) and they do belong
to the metathesizing paradigm in the modern language (cf. the respective plurals

vărxove, skărbi) even though they came from OCS words with CLY2CY# sequences.
The schwa-like reflexes of the back nasal vowel o¶ (cf. Velcheva 1988:156) must also
have given rise to syllabic liquids, when preceded by r or l. Thus, we can explain why
some OCS words containing the nasal o¶ in adjacency with a liquid developed
metathetic roots in modern Bulgarian: gro¶dъ > grăd 'bosom' fem.sg., gro¶di > gărdi,
pl., meaning 'breast'. Another example that can be accounted for by assuming a
syllabic [l`] from former lo¶ is: glo¶bokъ 'deep' masc.sg. (> glEbok > gl`bok > dl`bok) >
dălbok.
In sum, our assumptions are:
1) In Middle Bulgarian manuscripts, the word-final sonorant-jer (SY) orthographic
sequences represented phonemic syllabic sonorants /S`/. So did word-internal SY
sequences at morpheme boundaries where Y was in weak position. Even SY
sequences with a strong jer could correspond to syllabic sonorants, assuming that the
schwa-like reflex of the strong jer could be misperceived as a svarabhakti element
(extra length portion) of a syllabic rhotic (or a lateral, nasal, voiced labiodental).
2) Word-internally, if followed by a single consonant, these syllabic sonorants later
gave rise to leftward schwa epenthesis:
(1)

S` → ES / __ CV

Conversely, if followed by more than one consonant, they yielded rightward
epenthesis:
(2)

S` → SE / __ C2V

3.4. Reanalysis of Havlík's Law
After the loss of weak jers, the lowered strong jers are involved in
morphophonological vowel ~ zero aternations.
Consider one of the modern Bulgarian GV roots that end in an obstruent: lakăt
'elbow', lakt+i, pl. The corresponding OCS forms were:
lakъtь

lakъti

lakъtьnъ

lakъtьna

These forms are subjected to the changes required by Havlík's Law. This yields the
following pattern:
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(3)

lakEt

lakti

lakten

lakEtna

Note that the difference between the singular and the plural of the noun is limited to
the presence/absence of a single vowel (E), while the masc.sg. and the fem.sg. of the
adjective differ by the presence/absence of two of their vowels (E, e). This is not the
case with the modern Bulgarian forms where the difference within both the nominal
and the adjectival paradigm is reduced to the presence/absence of only one vowel:
lakăt

lakt+i

lakăt+en

lakăt+n+a

The mid vowels [E] and [e], reflexes of the retained strong jers, alternate with zero. If
we represent them as underlying floaters, the lexical forms will be:
lak<E>t

lak<E>t+i

lak<E>t+<e>n

lak<E>t+<e>n+a

During Middle Bulgarian, Havlík's Law has been replaced by a rule of floater
anchoring. Originally, as a corollary of the older Havlík's Law, floaters anchored only
when a consonant would otherwise remain unsyllabifiable. The rule was most
probably an intra-level (W,W) rule. This yielded the forms in (3).
Havlík's Law, and the resulting rule of floater anchoring, created a situation where
two ghost vowels in successive syllables were never both retained. Either the first or
the second of the two successive ghost vowels could manifest itself. This means that
a floater was anchored only when the subsequent consonant was otherwise by no
means syllabifiable. Hence, at that stage of Middle Bulgarian, the rule that anchored
floaters was harmonic, not arbitrary.
But this manner of application of the rule created considerable morphophonological
variation in stems containing two successive syllables with floaters. In a later stage of
Middle Bulgarian a constraint on the amount of variation in stems developed. It
required that different forms of one and the same stem exhibit no more than one
discrepancy in vowels between them.
Probably, to reduce variation in stems, the status of the rule of floater anchoring was
changed: it became a cross-level (M,W) rule, thus applying on every floater followed
by a consonant that was not yet syllabified on M-level (see 2.4.3.1). Thus, the rule of
floater anchoring ceased to be entirely conditioned by syllabification. In its new
version, the rule triggered the anchoring of some floaters that were not followed by
unsyllabifiable consonants.
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The change in the rule that anchored floaters can be viewed as a kind of repair
strategy that served to reduce morphophonological variation in stems.

3.5. Reanalysis of lexical representations
Middle

Bulgarian

developed

some

other

strategies

aiming

to

reduce

morphophonological variation in stems. They were also used when a twofold
discrepancy between vowels in forms of the same stem was created.
Consider the following inflectionally and derivationally related forms of the OCS
nouns o¶glъ 'corner' (I), päsnь 'song' (II) and skrъbь 'sorrow' (III)9. (a) gives the
masc.sg.nom. of the noun, (b) the pl.nom., (c) the masc.sg.nom. short form of the -ьnsuffixed adjective and (d) the fem.sg.nom. of the same adjective.
(4)

a

b

c

d

I

o)glъ

o)glli

o)glьnъ

o)glьna

II

päsnь

päsni

päsnьnъ

päsnьna

III

skrъbь

skrъbi

skrъbьnъ

skrъbьna

Imagine a regular development for all the forms according to the assumptions we
made in section 3.3. The jers were subjected to Havlík's Law. At an earlier stage,
weak jers adjacent to liquids were lost, giving rise to syllabic liquids. Thus, the
pronunciation for the above forms after the loss of weak jers and the lowering of
strong jers should have been as follows:
(5)

a

b

c

d

I

o)gl`

o)gli

o)glen

o)gl`na

II

päsn`

päsni

päsnen

päsn`na

III

skr`b

skr`bi

skr`ben

skr`bna

Later, all forms with syllabic sonorants should have developed leftward anaptyctic
mid vowels except skr`bna, where the epenthesis should have been rightward, because
the syllabic r` is followed by 2 consonants. This should have yielded the following
pattern:

9

skrъbь 'sorrow' contains a LY2 sequence; cf. Russian skorb´.
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(6)

a

b

c

d

I

EgEl

Egli

Eglen

EgElna

II

pesen

pesni

pesnen

pesenna

III

skrEb

skErbi

skErben

skrEbna

Now compare these with the modern standard forms:
(7)

a

b

c

d

II

ăgăl
pesen

ăgl+i
pesn+i

ăgăl+en
pesen+en

ăgăl +n+a
pesen+n+a

III

skrăb

skărb+i

skrăb+en

skrăb+n+a

I

Next consider the same inflectional and derivational forms of the OCS nouns myslъ
'thought' (IV), ognь 'fire' (V) and vrьvь 'twine' (VI)10:
(8)

a

b

c

d

IV

myslъ

mysli

myslьnъ

myslьna

V

ognь

ognьnъ

ognьna

VI

vrьvь

vrьvьnъ

vrьvьna

vrьvi

According to Havlík's Law, these forms should have yielded the following:
(9)

a

b

c

d

IV

mysl`

mysli

myslen

mysl`na

V

ogn`

ogn`na

VI

vr`v

vr`vi

ognen
vr`ven

vr`vna

After the renalysis of syllabic liquids by mid vowel anaptyxis, the forms should have
been as follows:

10

vrьvь 'twine' also contains a LY2 sequence.
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(10)

a

b

c

d

IV

misEl

misli

mislen

misElna

V

ogEn

ogEnna

VI

vrEv

vErvi

ognen
vErven

vrEvna

Now compare the above forms with the actual forms of the modern language:
(11)

a

b

c

d

IV

misăl

misl+i

misl+en

misl+en+a

V

ogăn

ogn+en

ogn+en+a

VI

vrăv

vărv+en

vărv+en+a

vărv+i

Note that the differences between (6) and (7) are located in their column 'c', while (10)
and (11) differ in their column 'd'.
My hypothesis is that the anaptyctic vowels /E/ and /e/ that can be seen in (6) and
(10) were later treated in two different manners in Bulgarian. Some were reanalyzed
as underlying floating vowels. This was the case of the epenthetic schwa in Ia and Id,
IIIa and IIId, as well as of the epenthetic [e] in IIa and IId. Others kept their
epenthetic nature, e.g. in IVa, Va and VIa. In IV-VI it is the /e/ in the suffix that
changed its status from floating to stable. This is why IV-VId in (10) and (11) are
different.
The patterns of (6) and (10) would be obtained if the underlying forms were:
a

b

c

d

I

Egl

Egl+i

Egl+<e>n

Egl+<e>n+a

II

pesn

pesn+i

pesn+<e>n

pesn+<e>n+a

III

krv

krv+i

krv+<e>n

krv+<e>n+a

IV

misl

misl+i

misl+<e>n

misl+<e>n+a

V

ogn

ogn+<e>n

ogn+<e>n+a

VI

vrv

vrv+<e>n

vrv+<e>n+a

vrv+i

To achieve the modified patterns in (7) and (11), the above underlying forms must
have been reanalyzed in the following way:
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a

b

c

d

I

Eg<E>l

Eg<E>l+i

Eg<E>l+<e>n

Eg<E>l+<e>n+a

II
III

pes<e>n
kr<E>v

pes<e>n+i
kr<E>v+i

pes<e>n+<e>n
kr<E>v+<e>n

pes<e>n+<e>n+a
kr<E>v+<e>n+a

IV

misl

misl+i

misl+en

misl+en+a

V

ogn

ogn+en

ogn+en+a

VI

vrv

vrv+en

vrv+en+a

vrv+i

IV-VI choose the non-GV variant of the -EN suffix, because the underlying form of
their root ends in a 'consonant-sonorant' (CS) sequence. This is not the case with I-III,
where a floater separates the root-final consonant and sonorant in the underlying
form.
The double treatment of anaptyctic vowels accounts for the existence of two different
patterns of alternation in derivatives from roots with a formerly syllabic sonorant
where the suffix contained another jer.
The first pattern (with reanalysis of the root) is illustrated by I-III. It involves
suspension of the mid vowel syncopation before another alternating vowel, the reflex
of a former jer.
The second pattern (with reanalysis of the suffix) is illustrated by IV-VI. It involves
regular syncopation of the alternating mid vowel in the root. In this case another
allomorph of the adjectivizing suffix, with a non-alternating /e/, began to be used.
Both treatments applied on stems whose morphophonological variation went beyond
a given limit.
All stems that were subjected to reanalysis exhibit a twofold discrepancy in vowels
between their surface forms of column 'c' and column 'd'.
Consider the forms of I-IIIc vs. I-IIId taken from (6) above:
(12)

c

d

I

EgØ1le2n

EgE1lØ2na

II

pesØ1ne2n
skEr1be2n

pese1nØ2na
skrE1bØ2na

III

In each of the above pairs, the double difference between its members is as follows:
I. 1) Ø ~ E ; 2) e ~ Ø ; II. 1) Ø ~ e ; 2) e ~ Ø ; III. 1) Er ~ rE ; 2) e ~ Ø .
The situation is similar in IV-VIc vs. IV-VId of (10) above.
I conclude that the reanalysis of the forms in (6) as (7) and the reanalysis of the forms
in (10) as (11) took place in order to satisfy the constraint on the amount of
morphophonological variation that operated at a given stage of Middle Bulgarian.
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This constraint restricted the discrepancy between forms of the same stem to a single
difference in absence/presence of vowels and/or sequential order of vowel-liquid. A
twofold discrepancy required restructuring of the lexical representation of the stem.

3.6. Conclusion
To sum up, we give a synopsis of the sound changes that were described in the
different sections of this chapter:
Section

Type of diachronic change

Reanalysis of representations and rules

3.1.1

Lowering of strong jers
and
Loss of weak jers

reduced vowels  floaters

Syllabification of sonorants

sequences 'sonorant-jer'  syllabic

3.2

Havlík's Law  Rule of Floater Anchoring

sonorants
3.3

Desyllabification of sonorants
by means of
Mid vowel epenthesis

3.4

Change in the rule of Floater
Anchoring:
it ceased to be entirely conditioned

syllabic sonorants  sequences 'mid
vowel-sonorant' or 'sonorant-mid vowel'
(harmonic) intra-level rule  (arbitrary)
cross-level rule

by the process of syllabification
3.5

epenthetic vowel  underlying floater;

Reanalysis of lexical

representations in order to minimize suffixal floater  stable vowel
morphophonological variation in
stems

Thus, in our interpretation, the synchronic alternations involving ghost vowels in
modern Bulgarian (GV alternation and metathesis) are the product of three types of
diachronic changes that took opposite directions in different stages of Middle
Bulgarian:

•
•
•

loss of vowels vs. anaptyxis of vowels
syllabification of sonorants vs. desyllabification of sonorants
creation of floaters vs. stabilization of epenthetic/floating vowels
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As for the phonologically conditioned suspensions of GV alternations and metathesis,
they can be viewed as a corollary of the constraint on the amount of morphophonological variation in stems, that later developed.
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